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MAIN
COMMUNICATION
PROBLEMS
SPICY DOESN'T JUST MEAN HEAT!

The main communication problem that HABANERO HOUSE faces

is to break the stereotype of how hot sauce overpowers dishes

resulting in the food having no taste. The goal is to show consumers

that HABANERO HOUSE is not just a typical hot sauce but it is a

household item that the millennials can resort to so that they can

add flavour and taste to their home-cooked meals for an

adventurous experience. 

Additionally, under the current circumstance of the COVID-19

pandemic, people are staying at home more and cooking more

often, This means there is more demand for condiments all over the

world. This is an excellent opportunity for HABANERO HOUSE to

launch its product during this time. Meanwhile, that process to

launch this product becomes the key challenge that HABANERO

HOUSE is facing. Specifically, how to advertise efficiently under the

condition of people staying at home is the crucial question that

needs to be answered.

The online retail business is booming in all categories because of

the pandemic. Consumer behavior has been gradually moving

towards virtual shopping, even with groceries. HABANERO HOUSE

could use this to their advantage to effectively reach their target

demographic. 



INTEGRATED
MARKETING
COMMUNICATION  
OBJECTIVES

TO EXPAND HABANERO HOUSE'S MARKET SHARE
BY 5% IN THE CANADIAN HOT SAUCE MARKET
WITHIN 3 MONTHS. 

MARKET SHARE

The main marketing communication

objective of HABANERO HOUSE is to

expand its market share by 5% of the

Canadian hot sauce market. 

DIFFERENTIATION

One of the most essential goals

HABANERO HOUSE needs to achieve is to

change the consumer's perception of the

word "SPICY". SPICY doesn't just

necessarily mean hot, it also means

enhancing flavour and taste that could

take the user on an exotic adventure. 

BRAND AWARENESS

One of the IMC objectives is to raise brand

awareness among the Candian audience

at the early stage of launching

HABANERO HOUSE to this completely

new market. It is crucial for the brand to

build a mass foundation in Canada to

achieve the selling goals. 

CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT

Another IMC objective is to get consumers

interacting with HABANERO HOUSE. This

can be done effectively through social

media channels by having consumers

show off their home-cooked meals with a

little touch of HABANERO HOUSE Hot

Sauce. 



TARGET
ANALYSIS

MILLENNIALS IN FAST-PACED
CITIES LOOKING FOR
ADVENTURES.

The target market that HABANERO

HOUSE is trying to attract is the

younger generation under 35 years old

living in the metropolitans, such as

Vancouver, Toronto and Montreal, that

spread out in Canada from coast to

coast. 

This target segment consists of people

who are college graduates having a

busy life but open to try new things.

They are singles who love to mingle.

They are newly wedded couples who

love to spend time together doing fun

activities. They are new parents who

love to take the baby on a ride in the

country when it's a sunny day outside.

Ultimately, they love to travel and they

are always exploring different things in

life as part of the adventure. It could

be a different lifestyle, a different style

of outfit, and the most excited, a

different flavour to be added to their

everyday meal. 

This group is not too price sensitive.

However, price does matter to them

because if the price point is lower,

they can afford an impulsive purchase

that could possibly take them on an

exciting adventure. 

Currently, Canadian hot sauce

consumers think the hot sauce is just a

condiment that makes food spicy.

They will add a drop or two when they

want to taste the heat. HABANERO

HOUSE is going to start a revolution

when entering the Canadian market -

the hot sauce is not only about the

SPICE.   



TARGET
ANALYSIS

PERSONA - MEAGAN

Derived from PRIZM CLUSTERS #11

My name is Meagan and I am a University of Guelph

Graduate who just landed a job at a Digital Marketing agency

in downtown Toronto, ON. I try to create a good balance

between work and social life and I prefer to be busy all the

time. Any personal time of mine is devoted to volunteering at

animal shelters or visiting my parents or hometown friends.

After I graduated from University, I got a job as a server at a

local bar to pay off my school debts. While I was paying off

my school debts, I learned a lot about good money-saving

habits and how to spend my money wisely. This lead to

learning how to cook at home rather than eating out at

restaurants or fast-food places. I quickly mastered cooking

easy-to-prepare foods and I now have discovered a love for

cooking different types of cuisines like Italian, Mexican,

Indian, Chinese and Greek. Now, when going out with friends,

I try my best to avoid spending money on food except for the

odd special occasion. 

Demographic Info

Age: 27

Gender: Female

Income: $70K/year

Status: Single

Education: BA Degree in

Business and Marketing 

Ethnicity: Canadian

Life stage: Adulthood

Geographic Info
Younger, well-educated 

city singles

Psychographic Characteristics:

Values/Beliefs Interests/Goals Personality
Family, friends and her

career is the most

important aspects of her

life

Make-up

Running and hiking

Hopes to become a 

manager at her job

Social 

Outgoing

Generous & kind

Behavioural Characteristics 
Just finished paying off her school debts which taught her tips about saving money and

spending it wisely 

Close with her parents and friends

Visits her parents on the weekend or goes out for drinks with her friends 

Meets former university classmates for coffee 1-2 times a week

Uses online grocery apps like instacart and PC express apps for grocery orders but prefers

in-store shopping for materialistic items



CORE
BRAND
VALUES
THE HOT SAUCE THAT BRINGS YOU ON AN
ADVENTURE.

ADVENTURE
Looking for new experiences rather

than sticking to the status quo.

HABANERO HOUSE Hot Sauce is the

guide for exploring new worlds.

VITALITY

To be capable and full of energy.

HABANERO HOUSE Hot Sauce brings the

energy and capability needed to help

navigate through various dishes. 

FUN

Cooking should be enjoyable

and a good time. HABANERO

HOUSE Hot Sauce brings the

excitement to the kitchen. 

SATISFACTION

Do we need to say more? HABANERO

HOUSE Hot Sauce satisfies cravings of

either new flavour or added heat. 

DIVERSITY

It means embracing the uniqueness of

all types of things and each individual.

HABANERO HOUSE Hot Sauce

enhances the flavour of food and takes

the consumer on an exotic adventure. 



BRAND
ARCHETYPE

"THE EXPLORER"

Goal: New Experiences

Traits: Adventurous, ambitious,

independent

Marketing Niche: Exciting, risk-taking

This archetype relates to the Core Brand

Values because an Explorer is passionate
about looking to try new things. They

purposely seek out the adventure and

enjoy every aspect of it. The experience

alone brings them the energy to feel

fulfilled and content. 

HABANERO HOUSE Hot Sauce does not

only provide the tinkle on taste buds but

also brings users on an exciting

adventure to explore different cuisine

when cooking at home. The new

experience HABANERO HOUSE gives to

the users could vary depending on

personal life experience and time and

space. Whenever they choose

HABANERO HOUSE to brighten up their

meals, it takes them on a different ride

according to what they have been doing

and where they have been to. It is always

fun to put HABANERO HOUSE into

different dishes to be recharged with the

energy of liveliness and passion. The

most important, to leave the consumers

in satisfaction of having this gourmet

cuisine sidekick for a unique but better

taste. 



HABANERO HOUSE is a hot sauce that brings consumers on a new adventure of taste without sacrificing

the original taste of food. 

SLOGAN
"HABANERO HOUSE Hot Sauce, the secret ingredient for making old adventures feel new again. "

The positioning for HABANERO HOUSE is mainly based on its USP, in another word, the product

differentiation. Because HABANERO HOUSE is all about the adventure and fun experiences that it brings

to different customers,  it is the go-to condiment when people want to break the boring eating routine in

everyday life that makes their old dishes taste like new again without overpowering the original flavour.

Unlike the market rival, Frank's RedHot, whose main goal is to have people put their hot sauce on

everything for the spicy taste, HABANERO HOUSE is not promoting how spicy the sauce is, neither the

domination of the spicy flavour that is being added into the cuisine. HABANERO HOUSE is looking

forward to the awareness among consumers of having hot sauce for a different savour just like going on

an adventure of the unknown to make every day eating exciting and fun.

POSITIONING
STRATEGY
MAKES THE OLD NEW.



CAMPAIGN
CREATIVE
STRATEGIES

OVERVIEW

The USP of HABANERO HOUSE Hot Sauce is that it is about bringing customers on an

adventure without sacrificing the taste. HABANERO HOUSE separates itself from other hot

sauces by focusing on flavour and heat. Most hot sauces are well-known for their spice

level but not so much for their taste. HABANERO HOUSE believes that flavour should not

be sacrificed nor replaced with heat. HABANERO HOUSE's promise to consumers is that

they can use this product as an additional ingredient when cooking their meals. This

promise will be fulfilled by the hot sauce being more flavourful than hot, like most other

sauces on the market. 

The tone and personality of the creative campaign are mixed with being fun and

excitement mixed with a bit of nostalgia to capture the attention of the millennial target

audience. The appeal strategy that will be incorporated in the messaging of this campaign

will be based on the comparative (rational) and lifestyle appeal (emotional). A comparative

appeal is a good approach since HABANERO HOUSE focuses more on its flavour and the

experience the flavour brings to the consumers instead of the level of spiciness, compared

to other hot sauce brands. The lifestyle appeal approach for this campaign comes from

the core value of this product that it is a hot sauce that changes the target market's

lifestyle by making their home-cooked meals more exciting and enjoyable to cook and

eat. 

The overall theme of communication is based on the pop culture that was well-known

when the target audiences were young children or in their early teen years. The theme of

nostalgia will be prevalent to the present target audience, which coincides with the

slogan of making old adventures feel new again. From this campaign, consumers' first

impressions should be that HABANERO HOUSE Hot Sauce is fun, exciting and a giant in

modern pop culture and they'd love to be part of it. Eventually, it will lead to a growth in

sales and the gain of market share.  



CAMPAIGN
CREATIVE
STRATEGIES
IMC STRATEGY

The IMC strategy for this campaign is an interactive social media campaign that most

of the target audience should be able to participate in. This interactive campaign is fun

and easy and will resonate with the target audience because they will be able to share

the interactive aspect to social media for their friends and family to see. 

The IMC strategies we are proposing to use are: 

Sales Promotion, Interactive and Publicity/Public Relations.

.   Sales Promotion is the basic and a well beginning when

launching a brand new product into the market. Customers will

be attracted by the free giveaway and attend the contest to win

the prizes.

Interactive is one of the best IMC Strategies that matches our

target marketing. It builds the relationship between the brand

and customers stronger. The customers can participate in the

activity, get to understand the brand core value deeply and

actually get a chance to win the prizes.

Since HABANERO HOUSE is a newly launched hot sauce in

Canada, it would be important to create public awareness. The

interactive social media campaign with the theme of nostalgia will

attract our target audiences and it is expected to generate positive

publicity, which can help HABANERO HOUSE build a good

reputation and relationship with the public. 



One of the major outcomes that HABANERO HOUSE is going to achieve after the

implementation of the above creative campaign will be leaving a positive and fun impression

to the mass audience that the brand is offering a chance to take them on an emotional

adventure by adding a bit of hot sauce in their daily meal. 

The main take-away of this campaign is that it is a fun and exciting new trend for the target

audience to participate in. The participants will not only have a good time eating gourmet

cuisine made by themselves with a spicy touch but also they will be taken on a wild adventure

of nostalgia and excitement. 

The ultimate goal of this interactive campaign is to have a successful launch for HABANERO

Hot Sauce and for them to obtain 5% of the market share in the Canadian hot sauce market.

SUMMARY
HOT SAUCE REVOLUTION!


